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Abstract. With the explosion of the number of distributed applications, a new
dynamic server environment emerged grouping servers into clusters, whose uti-
lization depends on the current demand for the application. To provide reliable
and smooth services it is crucial to detect and fix possible erratic behavior of
individual servers in these clusters. Use of standard techniques for this pur-
pose delivers suboptimal results. We have developed a method based on ma-
chine learning techniques which allows detecting outliers indicating a possible
problematic situation. The method inspects the performance of the rest of the
cluster and provides system operators with additional information which allows
them to identify quickly the failing nodes. We applied this method to develop a
Spark application using the CERN MONIT architecture and with this applica-
tion, we analyzed monitoring data from multiple clusters of dedicated servers
in the CERN data center. In this contribution, we present our results achieved
with this new method and with the Spark application for analytics of CERN
monitoring data.

1 Introduction

In recent years the challenge of handling big volumes of data has triggered an ever growing
production of distributed applications. These are swamping the system administrators with an
unprecedented number of new concerns. In particular noticing errors leading to performance
degradation and potential failures can be difficult, let alone diagnosing problems and tracing
them to a specific node or a set of nodes. When done manually, these procedures require
experts to look through stacks of charts usually depicting multiple metrics per server. If a
suspected anomaly is found in one metric, the administrator needs to compare that to the
others and hopefully discover the nature of the problem. In addition to being very time
consuming, the manual approach is only suitable for post-mortem analysis, but when the
aim is to prevent undetected errors from becoming service failures, online error detection is
necessary.

In an attempt to simplify administrators work, many applications offer a set of internal
metrics describing their performance. Incorporating these metrics in the monitoring systems
might be too time-consuming, considering that the lack of skilled administrators often leads
to understaffed teams. Deciding to avoid these leads to the black-box approach which means
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analyzing only performance metrics from OS and network without inspecting the application
or its semantics.

In this article, we present a process of acquiring and processing raw monitoring data from
the MONIT [1] infrastructure. The data is then analyzed by a concept application using a
model trained by machine learning to detect unexpected behavior considering both workload
(current load on the distributed application) and workflow (usual node behavior running a
specific application). We also discuss the efficiency of such an approach and present plans
for future improvements.

2 Distributed Applications at CERN

CERN’s mission of helping to uncover what the universe is made of and how it works, in
practice resulted in a need to study large amounts of data generated by experiments. Handling
all the data in one computing center would not be a practical setup, thus the WLCG [2]
computing environment was built to support LHC data processing. Analyzing the whole
environment of the WLCG is beyond the scope of this paper.

The CERN data center provides storage and computing facilities to LHC experiments
with more than 230,000 computing cores and 300PB of disk capacity. The physics comput-
ing production could be viewed as a distributed application, however, there are many work-
flows that can share a single server, thus meaningful results using the black-box approach are
unlikely. The data collected by the physics experiments are stored using a distributed filesys-
tem [3], however, the load of the individual nodes can differ significantly since it reflects
which data the users access.

An extensive monitoring system has been build to gather, process and visualize metrics
and logs from the 40,000 machines powering the entire scientific, administrative and com-
puting infrastructure. This data pipeline, which handles more than 3TB of compressed data
per day, is composed of several distributed services, each running on several tens of ma-
chines, providing key functionality such as Apache Flume (data collection and ingestion) [4],
Apache Kafka (data transport) [5] and Apache Spark (data processing) [6]. Each of those
services represents the perfect case study for our research, as an application that distributes
its load evenly was needed.

3 Preparation of the Input Data for Algorithms

Our goal is to investigate not only the trends in each metric alone but also to consider the
correlation between different metrics. This means the input of the algorithm has to be a
snapshot of the hosts’ state at a point in time. The ideal structure of our data is a vector with
a hostname and time as “key” elements and individual metric values for that server in the
specified time as data.

The MONIT infrastructure offers OS metrics via its collectd stream [7]. To get the desired
data format we need to join the values of multiple metrics together on hostname and time.
The metrics values are not reported all at the same time, which prevents choosing any single
point in time and joining on it. Instead, each metric is averaged on its own on a time window
of 20 minutes, which also provides some smoothing.

In the collectd data, there are 14 base OS and hardware metrics available, many of which
might not be very relevant for our use case. For the sake of limiting data volume and overall
complexity a set of 10 metrics was selected, reasonably representing the server state to be
filtered out from the data stream – cpu-idle, cpu-iowait, used-memory, running-processes,
connections-established, load, bytes-sent, bytes-received, disk-write, disk-read.
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Two streaming Spark jobs implement the operations described. The first one reads all the
collectd data in the MONIT infrastructure and averages only selected metrics for four clusters
chosen because of their potential to be interesting for our case. The processed data are then
written into new topics (one per metric type). Needing to read the whole collectd stream
means the job needs to run in a cluster, the resource requirements for fetching, decompressing
and reading 13MB/s are 25 CPU cores and over 111GB of memory. Since the whole feed is
already being consumed, adding new metrics or clusters to the aggregated stream is now only
a matter of re-configuring the job, the resource requirements would not grow significantly.

The second Spark job reads the processed data and joins them on hostname and data
aggregation window and again writes them into a special topic. The joined data is then
written by a Flume agent to HDFS for later analyses.

4 Analyzing the Data

The 10 metrics should represent the state of the server well, but using the whole set as an input
for the analytics algorithm would complicate the training without any clear advantage. We,
therefore, decided to pre-process the data first before performing the analysis. First, the met-
rics are each scaled to zero mean and a unit variance, then principal component analysis [8]
is used to transform the metrics. Based on observing the variance of the transformed features
(see figure 1), only the top 3 dimensions were kept for analysis. This made the input data set
for the machine learning smaller while retaining most of the information in the data.
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Figure 1: Proportions of variance explained by each principal component.

To assess whether there is any useful knowledge to be found, one clusters’1 data from
a time period of one day was selected and several clustering algorithms were fitted. Other
than basic exploration, clustering can be also used as anomaly detection. For the k-means [9]
algorithm, one can measure the distance of the examined data point from the center of the
cluster it was assigned to. If the distance exceeds some limit, the point is marked as an
anomaly. Moreover, the mixture of gaussians [10] clustering algorithm also computes a per
data point probability of each cluster, which can be used as well. The number of clusters was
set to two, however, we were expecting all the data points should form only one cluster with
several outliers possibly scattered around. In practice, many false positives were observed
when this approach was applied on a day with a stable service (see Figure 2a). Conversely,
on a day where one of the nodes actually displayed some erratic behavior, its data formed
a separate cluster, therefore, it could not be identified using the approaches described above
(see Figure 2b).

1MONIT kafka cluster
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(b) Day with an erratic node

Figure 2: Result of a run of the K-Means clustering algorithm on PCA transformed data.

As an improvement to clustering, we thought of utilizing supervised learning. In our
case the input of the learned function would be a vector composed of multiple consecutive
state snapshots and the output would be the state snapshot that follows the last one of the
input. Using the described pre-processing each state snapshot would consist of 3 elements
(when using 3 principal components). Length of history was set to 4 snapshots, which would
represent a time window of 80 minutes and result in an input vector with the length of 12.
In order to maximally leverage the computational power of the available Spark cluster, only
algorithms implemented in the SparkML library [11] were considered. None of the available
algorithms support a vector type output, therefore 3 separate models had to be trained, each
predicting one of the elements of the target snapshot.

To test this approach, two periods spanning several days were selected from the stored
data during which the MONIT kafka cluster was running smoothly. To set a baseline the last
input snapshot was used as the target one. For initial code development, the linear regression
model was used for its speed and simplicity. Cross-validation with 3 folds then picked the
model hyperparameters, the best performing model became the benchmark. Then the same
approach was applied to train a random forest model [12], which we expected to surpass the
simpler linear regression. The performance difference when applied to data from uneventful
days is insignificant (see Table 1).

Algorithm Mean Absolute Error Root Mean Squared Error
Baseline [0.42413, 0.98499, 0.63365] [0.82822, 1.4935, 0.82751]
Linear Regression [0.31381, 0.54954, 0.38082] [0.63477, 1.0125, 0.5222]
Random Forests [0.31074, 0.52945, 0.36028] [0.57685, 0.89128, 0.4903]

Table 1: Algorithm errors when applied on data gather on a day without problems. There are
3 errors, 1 per each model predicting one of the elements of the target vector.

When applying the models to data from a day during which one of the servers experienced
an anomaly2, the difference between the prediction error on the data point corresponding to
the beginning of the anomaly and the prediction error on the worse predicted anomaly-free

2The kafka service on that server was shut down
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host prediction time error0 error1 error2
monit-kafka-dev-001.cern.ch 15:20 4.389288 1.652980 0.345863
monit-kafka-dev-001.cern.ch 15:40 3.478067 1.861869 0.965308
monit-kafka-dev-001.cern.ch 16:00 2.171703 0.226246 0.080580
monit-kafka-dev-002.cern.ch 08:00 1.872927 0.607974 3.183599

Table 2: Top prediction errors of the linear regression model. Server
monit-kafka-dev-001.cern.ch entered erratic state around 15:10 (hostnames were
changed).

host prediction time error0 error1 error2
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 15:20 4.318426 4.124729 4.622074
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 15:40 3.943597 4.553577 3.017429
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 16:00 3.828651 4.553742 2.963975
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 16:20 3.398240 4.528730 3.164408
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 23:20 2.736170 4.786985 2.486200
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 17:00 2.735328 4.783957 2.486487
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 18:20 2.732549 4.783167 2.486537
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 22:00 2.732515 4.785106 2.486406
monit-kafkax-dev-001.cern.ch 21:00 2.731386 4.783570 2.486314
monit-kafkax-dev-003.cern.ch 03:20 2.729171 4.534197 3.484023

Table 3: Top prediction errors of the random forest model. Server
monit-kafka-dev-001.cern.ch entered erratic state around 15:10 (hostnames were
changed).

data point was larger for the linear regression model compared to the random forest model
(see Table 2 and Table 3). This might indicate that the data are linear in its’ nature and
using more complex models does not yield supreme results. Interestingly, unlike the linear
regression, the random forest model fails to predict the next state of the server even after it
stayed in the erratic state for some time.

During code development, the SWAN platform [13] proved to be very useful enabling us
to tweak the code and run it in a Spark cluster from a notebook environment considerably
speeding up the whole process.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We built a data processing pipeline using the MONIT infrastructure consuming, aggregating
and saving metrics produced by collectd. We then used samples from this ever-growing
dataset to train several machine learning models and applied them to the data. The results
suggest that the black-box approach is viable when detecting erratic behavior in dedicated
servers running a distributed application.

Proceeding to production now that we know our concept is sane involves more in-depth
testing and tuning of the models with the goal of creating a recipe for setting up a reliable
model independent of the specific cluster. Also the problem of automatic re-training of the
model is to be solved before the application could be incorporated in any production work-
flow. Nonetheless, even during testing, some previously unknown erratic situations were
discovered proving once more a need for a service such as this one.
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